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Trapped-ion quantum computers are quantum devices in which trapped ions vibrate together and are fully
isolated from the external environment. These computers can be particularly useful for investigating and realizing
various quantum physics states.Researchers have recently used a trapped-ion quantum computer (in cover
picture) to realize two measurement-induced quantum phases, namely the pure phase and mixed or coding phase
during a purification phase transition. Their findingscontribute to the experimental understanding of many-body
quantum systems.
Using their trapped-ion quantum computer, the team was able to probe both the pure phase of the purification
phase transition and the mixed or coding phase. In the first of these states, the system is rapidly projected to a
pure state, which is related to the measurement outcomes. In the second, the system's initial state is partly
encoded into a quantum error correcting coding space, which retains the system's memory of its original
conditions for a longer time.
(https://phys.org/news/2022-06-quantum-phases-trapped-ion.html)
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Letter to Editor…..

Postal Stamps Collection an innovative Creative
Tool to Education
As a Stamp collector myself I have been reading with interest
The story of Cosmology through postal stamps series
published since last year by Yogesh Bhatnagar on inside
cover pages of IAPT
How the ancient astronomy was depicted by Renaissance
painters like Raphael and Michelangelo, Medieval
astronomy, revival of astronomy,Galileo series were very
informative.
Also it depicts stamps from across various continents
(Mexico, Egypt, Bhutan,Maldives, Bangladesh, Turkey,
India) in a thematic fashion.
Interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary are the buzz words
today in higher education and stamps showing origin of
Islamic Astronomy, Mayan and Aztec Cultures, Egyptian and
Babylonian monuments
giving clue of astronomical
observations, Indian astronomy, China and the far East, etc.
joins history, science, philosophy, geography etc. disciplines.
Recently while I was reading The Hindu Newspaper of 1955,
1956 in Mumbai archives I saw every Sunday of 'The Hindu'
Newspaper carried a special small section on stamps. One
such article 'Ship stamps by philatelist' on page IV of The
Hindu dated December 4, 1955 stated “Ships on stamps have
an appeal which is possibly unrivalled by any other subject.
Infact, ship stamps are so numerous that they can be
separated into Native craft, sailing ship, liners, Naval Vessels,
historic and famous ships…….”
In Physics Buoyancy Law states “Upward force exerted by
fluid that opposes the weight of immersed object” guides the
basics of ships floating.
Below are some Maritime theme related stamps from my
collection.
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PHYSICS NEWS
Controlling non-classical mechanical states in a phononic waveguide architecture
Most quantum computing technologies rely on the ability to produce, manipulate and detect non-classical states of
light. Non-classical states are quantum states that cannot directly be produced using conventional sources of light, such
as lamps and lasers, and can thus not be described by the theory of classical electromagnetism.These unconventional
states include squeezed states, entangled states and states with a negative Wigner function. The ability to similarly
control the states of phononic systems, those involving acoustics and vibration, could open interesting possibilities for
the development of new quantum technologies, including devices for quantum sensing and quantum information
processing.
Researchers have recently introduced a strategy that could be used to achieve a high level of control over phononic
waveguides. This strategycould enable the use of phononic waveguides in quantum technology, similarly to how
optical fibers and waveguides are used today.
Read more at :https://phys.org/news/2022-06-non-classical-mechanical-states-phononic-waveguide.html
Original paper :Nature Physics (2022). DOI: 10.1038/s41567-022-01612-0

Study observes the coexistence of topological edge states and superconductivity in stanene films
Stanene is a topological insulator comprised of atoms typically arranged in a similar pattern to those inside graphene.
Stanene films have been found to be promising for the realization of numerous intriguing physics phases, including the
quantum spin Hall phase and intrinsic superconductivity.Some theoretical studies also suggested that these films could
host topological superconductivity, a state that is particularly valuable for the development of quantum computing
technology. So far, however, topological edge states in stanene had not been reliably and consistently observed in
experimental settings.
Researchers have recently demonstrated the coexistence of topological edge states and superconductivity in one to
five-layer stanene films placed on the Bi(111) substrate. Their observations could have important implications for the
development of Stanene-based quantum devices.
Read more at :https://phys.org/news/2022-06-coexistence-topological-edge-states-superconductivity.html
Original paper : Physical Review Letters (2022). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.206802

Magnetizing laser-driven inertial fusion implosions
Nuclear fusion is a widely studied process through which atomic nuclei of a low atomic number fuse together to form a
heavier nucleus, while releasing a large amount of energy. Nuclear fusion reactions can be produced using a method
known as inertial confinement fusion, which entails the use of powerful lasers to implode a fuel capsule and produce
plasma.
Researchers have recently showed what happens to this implosion when one applies a strong magnetic field to the fuel
capsule used for inertial confinement fusion. Their paperdemonstrates that strong magnetic fields flatten the shape of
inertial fusion implosions.The recent work by this team of researchers provides new valuable insight about inertial
fusion implosions and the effects that magnetic fields can have on them. In the future, the method they outlined could be
used by other teams to produce strongly magnetized electrons and ions in experimental settings, using high-powered
lasers.
Read more at :https://phys.org/news/2022-06-magnetizing-laser-driven-inertial-fusion-implosions.html
Original paper :Physical Review Letters (2022). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.195002
Pankaj Bhardwaj
ASML
The Netherlands
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ARTICLE

Using Excel sheet to calculate the errors in Physics experiments
Dr. D. Sarala
St.Ann's college for women, Mehdipatnam,
Hyderabad, Telangana, Hyderabad

dsarala.stanns@gmail.com
Abstract:
Teaching Physics is fascinating to the young undergraduates. As the subject is close to nature, the
concepts can be well described, explained and demonstrated with the real life situations. As it is an
application oriented subject, learners would appreciate it better if it is a demonstrative lecture instead
of a pure lecture method. With my teaching experience spanning more than three decades,
experimenting with different methods of teaching, evolving different procedures, I have found
simulations are of great help. They provide a comprehensive understanding of the concepts with a
scope for exploring. The present situation of the whole world experiencing COVID-19 pandemic
conditions, these simulations allowed to continue the learning process without any interruption. In
this paper the simulation of a simple pendulum and experimental determination of acceleration
gravity in different planets is explained. Also the error estimation in the calculations and plotting of a
Normal distribution curve with the help of Excel sheet is explain
Introduction: When a particular experiment is
performed ,record the observations and calculate a
given parameter, one tends to get a value different from
the actual value. That means there is a deviation from
the actual results. This deviation is referred to as the
error in calculation. For example , if we perform a
simple pendulum experiment to calculate the
acceleration due to gravity, the expected value is 9.8
2
m/sec . Most often one doesn't get an accurate value.
There are many reasons for this: inaccuracy in taking
the observations, place where the experiment is
conducted, the observer's ability to take precise values.
The experiment is considered accurate if it is performed
correctly, not the one which gives a value close to the
actual value. Precision and accuracy are very important
in conducting experiments. Precision can be the
possible errors in the result of an observation , accuracy
refers to the error in the results due to variations in the
laboratory equipment, place where it is conducted. The
best experiment is the one which reduces the gap
between precision and accuracy. Possible errors in
Simple pendulum experiment: The proper timing of
starting and stopping a stop watch, counting the number
of oscillations, instrument error,random error.

simulations and virtual laboratories to my students
with which the present experiment on Simple
Pendulum and calculation of 'g' , the acceleration due
to gravity was carried out.
Students were asked to perform the experiment at
different times, with large number of sample data, and
instructed to plot the graph using excel , plotting
normal distribution. The results were very encouraging
and a smooth distribution was obtained.

Due to pandemic conditions, I have introduced
IAPT Bulletin, July 2022
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Scope and extendibility: The experiment can be
performed on different planets like Mercury,Jupiter,
Moon and compared with the theoretical values. There
is also a provision for varying the mass of the bob and
observe the changes. With these simulations , students
are able to get the overview of the experiment and the
behaviour of the pendulum on different planets.

1. https://reference.wolfram.com/applications/eda/ExperimentalErrorsAndErrorAnalysis.html
2. https://manoa.hawaii.edu/exploringourfluidearth/physical/world-ocean/map-distortion/practices-science-scientific-error
3. https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/pendulum-lab/latest/pendulum-lab_en.html
IAPT Bulletin, July 2022
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ARTICLE

Reviewing the teaching-learning process of Maxwell-Boltzmann, Bose-Einstein and
Fermi-Dirac Statistics through a Pedagogical-Problem-Solution-Model (PPSM)
for undergraduate Physics-minor students
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ANNOUNCEMENT

National Anveshika Experimental Skill Test
A unique test embodying the principles of NEP
National Anveshika Experimental Skill Test is a unique
competition in which thousands of school and college
students participate and the evaluation is based on their
skills to perform physics experiments. The test is
conducted every year by National Anveshika Network
of India (NANI), IAPT under the guidance of
Padmashri Dr H. C Verma, the renowned professor of
physics from IIT, Kanpur. The test is open to school
students of grades IX to XII and for the college students
pursuing pure sciences at the graduation and postgraduation level. There is no fee at any stage.
The various rounds of NAEST 2022:
The First round, The Screening round, will be
conducted between 22nd July to 28th July 2022. It is a
video based round which shortlists students based on
their keen observational and analytical skills.
The videos are of maximum 1 minute duration and
depict interesting situations around us. The questions
are multiple choice questions with one or more correct
option.
The second round, The Prelims Round, is scheduled
from 11th August to 31st August 2022. This is an
experiment-based round for students short-listed from
the first round from a given region. In this round the
students perform innovative experiments for which
partial guidelines are provided.
Critical and creative thinking is encouraged with special
credit for exploring beyond what is asked.
The third and fourth rounds are Semi-finals & Finals to
be conducted in October 2022 at Shiksha Sopan,
Kanpur. Students selected from different regions based
on their performance in the second round, enter the
semi-finals where they appear for more challenging
innovative experiments. It is ensured that each student
completes the experiment, with or without support in
form of hint providing questions. Around ten students
selected from the semi-finals appear for the finals. Both
the rounds assess the ability of students to learn in new
circumstances. Finally, based on their final
performance, three national winners are declared who
are felicitated at the annual convention of IAPT.
IAPT Bulletin, July 2022

There is no limit on the number of participants from an
organization. The students are required to register
individually at https://naest.shiksha-sopan.org/ . An
early registration on the website is of great advantage
for them. From time-to-time videos based on some
concept of physics and related questions will be posted
on the website. They can view the videos and post
their queries which are answered by Dr H C Verma and
his team of instructors. This gives them an opportunity
to greatly enhance their understanding of the subject.
They can then appear for the online video-based
screening round. If selected for the next round - The
prelims round - they are required to perform three
innovative experiments at home with materials
available at home; the experiments with guidelines are
emailed to them directly on their registered email ID.
Based on evaluation of their reports submitted with
photos and videos, selected students from this round
enter the Semi-final and Final rounds at Kanpur.
New milestones created by online mode The online
mode of NAEST evolved as a response to
unprecedented COVID situation in which the
traditional school/college labs were closed for almost 2
years. The supposed disadvantage of nonavailability of
labs was turned on its head into the biggest possible
opportunity. It removed the restrictions imposed by a
traditional lab where given equipment limits the
abilities of a student.
Hundreds of students could perform experiments at
home without any sophisticated equipment, without
any prior infrastructure and with joy and excitement –
A big milestone.
There is a common perception among physics
educators that serious experimental work can only be
performed with standardized equipment available in
labs - a myth totally debunked by NAEST.
Student after student expressed excitement, deep
appreciation, gratitude and wonder at how indepth
experimentation is possible to carry out with simple
things and at home. Without exception, they expressed
excitement at doing experiments whose procedure and
result was not known. The boredom of predictability
was for the first time removed from a physics
251

experiment!
Every home became a lab, a thrilling lab, where a
student had full freedom to explore and create his own
set up and procedure to solve a challenge! For the first
time, a process was set up to test how well a student can
think in a new situation, not how well a student can
follow guided instructions and regurgitate what is
already known.
NEAST experiments set the student free from
constraints of learning only what is taught and learning
only when taught; they enabled a student to learn,
unlearn and relearn at his will and choice, to go beyond
and devise his/her own solution to a problem.

grades 9, 10, 11, 12, B.Sc. and M.Sc. – all were given
the same experiments to perform!
Assessment that promotes learning and
development
The whole exercise is geared towards self-learning and
growth throughout the period of testing. The students
have the freedom to consult books, internet, parents &
teachers to gain knowledge of the content area and
then explore solutions.
A call for action

The uniqueness of each child was evaluated,
acknowledged, and rewarded without any disadvantage

There is a deep appreciation all around and a
realization of the huge possibility online mode of
NAEST has thrown up – serious investigatory,
experimental physics is possible even at home, even in
times of COVID.

of prior content knowledge – another milestone to
celebrate.

This also offers the flexibility and options NEP 2020
envisions to offer to the learners.

The test indeed is a test of ability to think imaginatively,
ability to solve problems and not of content knowledge
and recall. This is well established by the fact that
among the 10 toppers every year there are students from

Through this document we appeal to you to take note
of this path breaking test. We request you to take all
possible initiatives at your end to ensure maximum
participation of students in this unique competition.
ANNOUNCEMENT

National Competition In Computational Physics - 2022
(Physics Simulations & software-based Physics Experiments)
(NCICP – 2022)
The annual IAPT competition NCICP 2022 will be held
during the Annual IAPT Convention. The details of
venue and dates of IAPT Convention-2022 will be made
available in due course of time.
Last date for submitting entry to NCICP is 31st August
2022.
Preface
Now-a-days computers play a pivotal role in the
teaching-learning process through the use of carrying out
physics simulations, virtual experiments, analysis of
experimental results, acquisition of data, smartphone
apps and so on. Computers also find applications in
numerical computations, data analysis, solving complex
numerical problems in Physics and iterative calculations.
Through NCICP IAPT provides a platform to the physics
students and teachers to show their proficiency in using
appropriate software for the development of innovative
physics experiments/ simulations through this nationalIAPT Bulletin, July 2022

level competition.
About the Competition
This competition will be held in two categories: (a)
Student, and (b) Teacher.
A. STUDENT Category: The competition is open to
the students of UG/PG level.
B. TEACHER Category: The teachers at School level,
as well as the UG and PG levels are eligible to
participate in the competition. The participant can
be even an M.Phil. / Ph.D. awarded / pursuing
student or a scientist from regional / national
laboratory or a science communicator in recognized
institutions, etc. He / She needs not be an IAPT
member.
The work to be presented should be original one. A few
selected entries will be invited for demonstrations at the
annual IAPT Convention, and the participants will be
252

paid travelling expenses for coming to the convention
venue as per IAPT rules. In case of a group-participation
the team leader will be eligible to receive TA from IAPT.
The selected participants must physically attend the
competition with the setup of experiment, for final
evaluation to be made during the Annual IAPT
Convention -2022.
The best three presentations in each category will be
given cash awards of Rs. 7000/- , Rs. 5000/- &Rs. 3000/, respectively and a certificate. DECISION OF THE
JUDGES WILL BE FINAL.
Theme of the Competition:
INNOVATION (i.e. new idea, new method, new device,
new algorithm involving physics) is the main theme.The
following kinds of Physics-based
Simulations/Experiments are included in this
competition:
1.

Experiments with software based modellingusing
Android phone / PC/ smartphone

2. Experiments with transducers /sensors
/actuators/PID interfaced with Microprocessors
/PC
3.

Experiments using ARDUINOcoupled
withAndroid phone / PC

4. Solving physics problems by simulations or by
adopting numerical techniques (by using
Psilab/Matlab/ Mathematica, Spreadsheets,
Fortran, C++, Python etc.)
How to register
The detailed entry should be submitted via the Google
Form:https://forms.gle/KTWeXmnrhqv4JB4Y7
An individual / the team leader in case of a group (Max.
four members) must submit the following information:
1. Title of presentation,
2. Name(s) of the participant(s),
3. Institutional affiliation of each participant,
4. Address for correspondence,
5. Mobile Number(s)
6. Incorporate the following declaration; “The
proposed work is original, designed and developed
by the participant(s) and not published / submitted
elsewhere.” Below the team leader must put
signatures.
IAPT Bulletin, July 2022

What to do next
(i) An individual / the team leader in case of a Group
must submit One pdf file, as is described in the
following points, to the Google Classroom as an
attachment. The links of the Google Classrooms
(separately for Students [Category A] & Teachers
[Category B]) are mentioned in the Google Form.
Participants have to click the appropriate link before
submission of the Google Form.
(ii) The file must be named as 'Expt-A/B-first name of
the team leader'.pdf. Mind that mention A or B
correctly for STUDENT and TEACHER categories,
respectively
(iii) It should contain detailed write up of their work
(along with the computer program, if any), i.e.
detailed theory with diagrams, procedure,
observations, calculations, graphs, results and
references. In the case of physics simulations, the
report should include statement of the problem,
formulation of the problem, flowchart,
code/worksheet, test cases and visualisation of
results using Gnuplot or such OpenSource software.
There is no limit on the number of pages. The
participant(s) should write his/her (their) name(s),
affiliation(s), email(s) at the end of this file. Please
mention the innovation you have incorporated with
its importance regarding applications.
(iv) Please use Times New Roman (font size 12, spacing
1.5) and margins should be appropriate (1 inch each
side).
(v) To encourage quality participation from
different Regional councils, RCs should conduct
state level competitions and forward the best
entries before the closing date.
The abstracts of selected experiments will be
published in IAPT monthly Bulletin (ISSN 22778950) after the Annual Convention.
Last date for entries to reach is July 31, 2022. Your
cooperation to abide by the last date will be highly
appreciated.
For any query:
Dr. Pradipta Panchadhyayee
Coordinator, NCSPE-2022
Associate Professor, Department of Physics (UG & PG)
Prabhat Kumar College, Contai; PO:Karkuli DSO, DistPurbaMedinipur, WB, 721404
Mail id: ncicp2022@gmail.com
WhatsApp:(+91) 9476161100
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REPORTS

Asian Physics Olympiad (APHO)
( Indian Team )
This year the Asian Physics Olympiad was hosted by
our country. The event was organized by IAPT APhO
Cell at Dehradun from 21st May to 31st May 2022.
Because of pandemic situation all over the world for the
last two years, APhO-2022 was conducted in ON LINE
mode. The participating students, Leaders and
Observers of each country were required to assemble
together at some suitable venue in the respective
country. The Indian Team consisting of 8 students, 2
Leaders and 2 Scientific Observers, participated in
APhO-2022 from Ramniranjan Jhunjhunwala College,
Mumbai. I was entrusted the responsibility to organize
APhO for the Indian Team at Mumbai.
Based on the performance in IOQ part 1 (equivalent to
NSEP ) and IOQ part 2 ( equivalent to INPhO ), the
following 8 students were selected to represent India at
APhO-2022.
1) Mahit Gadhiwala, Scholar English Academy, Surat
2) Divyanshu Malu, KIIT International School,
Bhubaneswar
3) Anilesh Bansal, Delhi Public School, Faridabad
4) Polisetty Karthikeya, Sri Chaitanya Co-Ed Jr.
College, Gudavalli
5) Harsh Jakhar, Bal Vidya Niketan Sr. Sec. School,
Chandigarh
6) Arudeep Kumar, Adarsh Vikas Vidyalaya, Patna
7) Abhijit Anand, Disha Drlphi Public School, Kota
8) Dheeraj Kurkanda, Narayana Jr. College,
Hyderabad
Prof. Rekha Ghorpade, Mumbai and Prof. Usha
Singh,Indore worked as the Leaders of the Indian Team.
Further Prof. C. K. Desai, Pune and Prof. Leena Joshi,
Mumbai were the Scientific Observers at this event.
Principal Dr. Himanshu Dawada provided enthusiastic
support to the idea of conducting APhO-2022 at
Jhunjhunwala College, Mumbai. Under his leadership
the entire programme was successfully organized from
st
st
21 May to 31 May 2022. Prin. Dawada and staff of
the college offered a very warm and heartful welcome
IAPT Bulletin, July 2022

to the eight participating students.
Prof.Neeta Srivastava, the HOD-Physics provided
active cooperation through out the event. All the
members of the Indian Team were greatly benefited by
her guidance and training. Prof. Rekha Ghorpade,
Leader of the Indian Team, no doubt played a central
role in coordinating academic and organizational
requirements of the programme. Contribution of the
other Leader Prof. Usha Singh greatly enhanced the
utility of the event aimed at promoting excellence in
physics among the students selected to compete in
APhO-2022. Scientific Observers Prof. C. K. Desai
and Prof. Leena Joshi played a crucial role to ensure
that the entire event was executed satisfactorily as
planned.
My grateful thanks to Prof. Kiran Kolwankar and Prof.
Hemant Vernekar for efficient handling of the
computer systems necessary for on-line organization of
the event without a single mistake and without
slightest delay. I am grateful to Supervisors Prof.
Adwait Kulkarni, Prof. Rohit Choudhari, Prof.
Rehanuddin Shaikh and Prof. Sanjay Vishwakarma for
their tireless work throughout the programme to
help the participating students to get printed question
papers available on-line just before the start of the
exams. Also the answer Sheets of the students were
uploaded efficiently at the right time by this team of
supervisors.
I am extremely thankful to Dr. Anwesh Mazumdar (
National Coordinator, Science Olympiads ) for his help
in providing accommodation to APHO students and
supervisors in HBCSE hostel. All the participating
students were quite sincere and faced the competition
confidently. This year we could not provide any
trainingto the students due to delayed schedule of
CBSE, IIT-JEE and other examinations in the country.
Still the performance of our students produced one
Silver Medal, four Bronze Medals and one Honorable
Mention. The overall results of individual students are
as follows256

(i) Divyanshu Malu

….. Silver Medal

(ii) Mahit Gadhiwala

….. Bronze Medal

(iii) Anilesh Bansal

….. Bronze Medal

(iv) Harsh Jakhar

….. Bronze Medal

(v) Dheeraj Kurkunda

….. Bronze Medal

(vi) Polisetty Karthikeya

….. Honorable Mention

My heartful congratulations to all these medalists.

M. L. Ogalapurkar
Coordinator, APhO-2022 ( Indian Team )
And Member, IAPT APhO Cell
IAPT Bulletin, July 2022
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REPORT (SUB RC-08B)

Summer School in Physics
Mumbai SubRC-8B organized a 10-day summer school
in theoretical Physics in collaboration with Wilson
st
th
College from 1 June to 11 June 2022. The aim of
summer school was to orient the students towards
problem solving. The areas of problem solving were:
optics, statistical mechanics, electrostatics and
relativity. This is the sixth year of organizing such
summer schools in Physics.
In all 38 students registered for the programme from
following colleges: (Wilson College (6), Ruparel
College (12), Jai Hind College (7), K. J.Somaiya
College (4), St. Xavier's College (3), S.I.E.S. College
(2) and one each from KC College, Sathaye College,
Ruia College and Vivekanand Education Society's
College)
The guest for inaugural lecture was Prof. B. N. Jagatap
(Retired from BARC). He gave lecture on “We and
Sustainability Science”. He focused on how local
problems can be addressed by science students through
their understanding of science. He gave various
illustrative examples and his own experience in this
field. Vice principal of Wilson College and EC
members of Mumbai sub-regional council were present
for the function.
The Summer School in general focused on enhancing
physics problem solving capabilities of students.
Resource persons had prepared daily problem sheets
and students were encouraged to solve the problems
themselves. Some assignments were also assigned
through google classroom. It was indeed a pleasure to
see students interacting and solving problems for more
than six hours daily for these ten days. We also involved
three facilitators who along with resource persons
helped the participants in problem solving by providing
hints at individual or group level. Facilitators also
helped in evaluating home assignments.
The resource persons were:
-

Relativity: Ms.Hemalatha Deshpande (retired
from Vivekanand College)

-

Electrostatics: Mr. Ganesh Madkaikar (D. G.
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Ruparel College)
-

Statistical mechanics: Dr.ShyamalaBodhane
(retired from St. Xavier's college) and Dr
Shantanu Kadam (Dnyanasadhana college)

-

Optics: Mr. Mahesh Shetti (Wilson College)

The three facilitators were Mr. Rohit Patil, Ms. Ninisha
Patil and Ms. Shareen Khan (all three alumni of
Wilson College Physics Department).
Following enrichment sessions were also conducted:
-

Dr. Atul Mody on k-transform method in
relativity, which gave an alternate method to
connect with the topic of relativity.

-

Dr. Vinita Navalkar on “Photography: writing
with light” which provided value addition to
the topic of optics by connecting it to the reallife application.

-

Mr. A. M. Shaker on “Essentials in
Experimental Physics” which oriented
students for laboratory practices as with
coming academic year, full fledge offline labs
will start.

-

Prof. H. G. Salunke from BARC on
“applications of statistical mechanics” which
connected the theme of statistical mechanics
with its real life applications and modelling.

Students were served breakfast, lunch and evening tea,
daily as a part of local hospitality for all days. The day
would start at 8:30 am and end by 5pm, after
addressing difficulties of participants in specific areas
of various assignments.
The valedictory function for the Summer School was
on 11th June 2022. Prof. H. G. Salunke was the chief
guest and Prof. Anna Pratima Nikalje, Principal of
Wilson College presided over. General Secretary Ms
Rekha Ghorpade was the special invitee. She is also
ex-officio member of Mumbai Sub RC. Mumbai EC
members viz Dr.Atul Mody (President), Dr. K.G.Bhole
(Secretary), Dr.Shyamala Bodhane (Treasurer) hosted
258

the programme. Dr. Bodhane coordinated the
Valedictory. Mr. Mahesh Shetti presented the report of
the 10-day Summer School. Some student participants
and one facilitator expressed their observations of the
10-day programme. Dignitaries spoke to encourage
students and organisers. Certificates to all the
participants were given away at the hands of dignitaries.

Students who showed consistent performance in
class, proactively helped peers and submitted timely
home assignments were given Merit Certificates at the
hands of Wilson College Principal, Prof. Anna Nikalje.
Prof. Hemlatha Deshpande proposed the vote of
thanks.

Mahesh Shetti
Coordinator
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POEM

The Twin Paradox
Einstein had a girl friend; Jane,
Who was the twin sister of Ane.
He planned to test his 'paradox' on them,
Which he thought was an intellectual gem.
He sent Jane in a spaceship-very far,
On a mission to a bright- distant star.
He set her speed very close to 'c',
To test his paradox, that was the key!
Ane was left behind on the Earth. Confined to a cage,
So that, on Jane's return; he could compare their age.
His theory predicted Jane would age slow!
But his experiment was set to receive a blow.
Years passed and Einstein grew old.
So did Ane - sick and cold.
Soon everyone started worrying about Jane,
Also wondered whether Einstein was sane!
After tens and hundreds of days,
A space-capsule fell from space.
Inside, Einstein found a girl; young, sweet and bright.
He claimed she was Jane, who proved his theory 'right'!
Not allowing the girl to speak even a word,
He quickly disappeared with her into the crowd!
A truth was never told until his death,
That Jane's return was only a myth!
That girl; believe me, wasn't Jane at all,
But an astronaut from USSR, experimenting the 'freefall'!
Krishna Mohan
Asst. Prof,
Maharani's Science College, Mysuru
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